Adaptive Spectral Estimation Methods in Color Flow Imaging.
Clutter rejection for color flow imaging (CFI) remains a challenge due to either a limited amount of temporal samples available or nonstationary tissue clutter. This is particularly the case for interleaved CFI and B-mode acquisitions. Low velocity blood signal is attenuated along with the clutter due to the long transition band of the available clutter filters, causing regions of biased mean velocity estimates or signal dropouts. This paper investigates how adaptive spectral estimation methods, Capon and blood iterative adaptive approach (BIAA), can be used to estimate the mean velocity in CFI without prior clutter filtering. The approach is based on confining the clutter signal in a narrow spectral region around the zero Doppler frequency while keeping the spectral side lobes below the blood signal level, allowing for the clutter signal to be removed by thresholding in the frequency domain. The proposed methods are evaluated using computer simulations, flow phantom experiments, and in vivo recordings from the common carotid and jugular vein of healthy volunteers. Capon and BIAA methods could estimate low blood velocities, which are normally attenuated by polynomial regression filters, and may potentially give better estimation of mean velocities for CFI at a higher computational cost. The Capon method decreased the bias by 81% in the transition band of the used polynomial regression filter for small packet size ( N=8 ) and low SNR (5 dB). Flow phantom and in vivo results demonstrate that the Capon method can provide color flow images and flow profiles with lower variance and bias especially in the regions close to the artery walls.